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Abstract

We discuss wake field excitation and propagation in

dielectric structures, particularly concentrating on the case

of multiple drive beam excitation in multimode structures.

We emphasize calculations of the energy loss of the drive

bunch train, the amplitude of the wakefield, and the
relation between power flow and stored energy in the

dielectric wakefield device. We show that for a collinear
multimode structure the amplitude of the wakefield

generated by a bunch train is less than or equal to the
wakefield generated by a single bunch of the same total
charge. Furthermore, the transformer ratio, R, is shown to
be always less than 2, even in the multiple drive beam
case. Plans for an experiment to measure wakes in a
multimode structure at AWA are presented.

1 INTRODUCTION

The efilciency of a collinear wakefield accelerator

scheme, i.e. one for which the drive and witness beams
follow identical, trajectories through the accelerator system
is limited by the transformer ratio R. Under very general

assumptions R c 2,where R is defined as the ratio of the
maximum energy gain behind the drive bunch to the
maximum energy loss inside the drive bunch [2]. There

have been a number of techniques studied to enhance the
transformer ratio by violating one or more assumptions of
the wakefield theorem asymmetric drive beams [3],

noncollinear drive/test beams [4] and more [5,6].

A recent article [1] has described a multimode dielectric
structure driven by a bunch train. The authors make two
claims. One, a small transformer ratio enhancement for

the single bunch case is obtained through the use of a
superposition of multiple modes. Two, a larger effect
(than expected from linear scaling with total drive charge)
is predicted in the case of multiple drive bunches and
attributed to a process described as “stimulated emission”
of Cherenkov radiation. We have reanalyzed the probIem
of multimode structure wakefields using the same
assumptions as the authors of reference [1]. We have
concluded that there is no enhancement in the transformer
ratio beyond that expected in the linear theory. Multimode

dielectric structures, however, are of some scientific
interest. We are currently preparing an experiment at the

Argonne Wakefield Accelerator [7] to study wakefields
produced by a bunch train in one of these devices.”e
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2 MULTIPULSE, MULTIMODE DEVICES

2.1 Direct Solution of the Wave Equation

One can determine the wakefield excitation of any cylin-

drically symmetric structure [9] by first finding the point
a

charged particle (Green Function) solution, ●g’m

Gz (r, z) = ~ G. (r) COS(k.Z)
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For a series of M bunches separated by a distance,
-“q

“bunch train”) the charge distribution can be expressed~
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f(z) =~fm(z -ma) (2)
m=l

The total wakefield excited by a bunch train at any point
z (which may be inside a bunch) is obtained by taking the

convolution of the Green function [1] over the charge
distribution [2],

W,(r, Z) = ] f f.(z –~a]~ Gn(r)COS[(knZ – z’)lkfz’
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2.2 Conservation of Energy

For the mti bunch in the train, the energy loss per unit
distance traveled (UJ can be expressed as,

Um = ]dzjm(z - rd.) ~dz’fm(z - nz2)G(r, z - z’)
.- --

(4)

In (4) the total energy loss is comprised of two terms:
that due to the m“ bunch (first term) and that due to the
previous m-1 bunches (second term). The stored energy
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where qm is a form factor depending on the detailed

bunch distribution, Wm is the peak wake field left behind
by the m’ bunch and K is a geometric factor that can be
determined either through direct integration or by the

method shown in the following section.
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2.1 Lattice Design

Our primary design criteria are a low beam energy spread,
a low emirtance beam to get a small spot size at the 1P
and a lasge bending radks to reduce the synchrotrons
rarhation power. The chosen lengths of the FODG wll
magnets ate shown in Table L A phme advance of 9(Y is
chosen in the horizontal plane to get an equilibrium
emittance of 28 nm-rad. The phase advance in the vertical
plane will be chosen to minirtrkx the cfrromaticity
burden and ensure sufficient dynamic aperture. We have
assumed art emirtartce coupling ratio of 25 % to cxplize
the keam sizes of the protorts and electrons at the [P.

A preliminary design of the triplets used to focus the
electrons to the tquited spot sizes at the IP suggests
that superconductingquadruprdes will be requiredfor the
interaction region. The smallest /P’ achievable is
determined by the avaifahle gtdents, the distance to the
frrst quadrupolc and the maximum vafue of /3 in these
quadruples. In order to ensure a good quantum lifetime,
the magnet aperture must be greater than 100. WMr the
value of ~ shown in Table I, the frrst quadruple may
have to be placed as close as lm and no furdwr than 3m
from the 1P.The focusing of the protons will start after
the two beams are sufficiently separated so that the
electrons will not be subject to the fields of the proton
magnets. The design could be similar to that of the
interaction rvgion in HERA.

2.2 Lifetime

The electron beam lifetime has beerr cafcufated with
the inclusion of the following effects: i) tesiduaf gas
scattering with an initiaf pteasrrre of 10“ Torr together
with synchmtms radkition inducedresorption assuming a
resorption coefficient of 2x1O’, ii) e-p bremsstrahhrng at
the single 1P, iii) quantum lifetime assuming a physical
aCCC@IX of 10CSin the tmnsverse pkmes and an RF
-ptance of 10C+, iv) Touschck scattering. These four
effects lead to an electron lifetime of 26hours. Other
effects not included such as ion trapping, effects of orbh
distortion, larger ernittances and energy spread on the
quantum lifetime, scattering off thermal photons etc. will
reduce the lifetime somewhat from this vafue.

3 MAGNET / VACUUM CHAMBER

3.1 Vacuum Chamber

The vacuum chamber aperture is determinedby nquiring
10o plus 0.2 cm for closed orbit distortion in both
horizontal and vertical. We have used an antechamber to
increase the pumping conductance atong the length of the
chamber. The vacuum chamber is made of 6063-T5
afuminum extrusions with the profile shown in Fig. 2
There are 2 channels included to heat the chamber during
bake-out with pressurized, hot water. The length of the
chamber sections between bellows is limited by the

thermal expansion and other effects to about 9 m is used.
With a chamber section anchored at the center of a dipole
section, both ends of the clrarnkr expand about 2 cm
during bake-out. The ends of the chamlxr sections m
connected to 20-cm d-ter, stainless steel vacuum
flanges with bimetallic transition pieces. The transition
pieces on the down stream ends also contain simpIe water
cooled absorters in the aluminum parts to intercept the
synchrotronsradiation that wotdd strike the walls ad
bellows that are locatedin the sections just beyond the
dipole sections.

The vacuum pumps for the ring ase 30 I/s ion pumps
located at the ends of each dipole section. The
conductance of the chamber is sufficient to give pressurea
<10”9tom at the centers of the chamber sections including
the effects of both thermal and photo desorbtion.
Provisions am includedin the chamber profile to permit
the use of NEG suips. This may aflow the use of smafler
and fewer numbers of ion pumps.

3.2 Dipoles

The electron ring must operate in close proximity to the
proton ring, which produces psak fringe fields that me
large compruwf to the field strength in the dipole at
injection (90 G). The electron ring, therefore, is located
inside at least a single layer, magnetic shield as shown in
Fig. 2. The shieId also provides the support structure for
the ring. me choice of thickness and the number of
layers in the shield dependon the separation between the
two rings. A single layer of 6-mm thick low carbon steel
has been calculatedto rtxhreethe fringe field strength to
less than about 1 G neas the center of the electron dipole
when located at a distance of about 2 m from the cxmterof
the proton d@ole. The core of the electron d@le is
stacked from 1.5-mmthick low cabon steel laminations.
Each dipole has a water cooled, copper coil consisting of
one turn per pole. Cost optimization of the magnet
system at a later date may led to a choice of aluminum
conductors. The water cooling is not only required doring
excitation but also during the bake-out of the vacuum
chamber.
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Figure 2. The magnet, vacuum chamber and support.

a
Each oft 304 tice dipoles is nrsde up of 5 sections.
The sectio e effective lengths of 8.96 m with 30-cm
spacings. Each dipole section has a 3.5-cm gap Might



and pmduccs central fields ranging between 0.009 T ad
0.0616 T. The conductor size is 1.55 cm by 1.0 cm with
a 0.66-cm diameter hole. The @ current through the
dipole is 876A resulting in peak power losses of 4.3 kW
per section for a total of 6.6 MW for all the dipoles.
Using a single cooling circuit in a section, a water flow
of 0.1 I/s is required. This gives a temperature rise of
10“C in the water and a total flow of 160 t/s for the
dipoles in the ring.

3.3 Quudrupoles

Each of the 304 lattice quadrupolcs has an integrated
strength of 1.545 T, a bom radios of 2.5 cm, and axes
stacked from 1.5-mm thick low carbon steel laminations.

3.4 Vacuum Chamber Cooling

Most of the mdiated synchrotronspower is abwrbed
on the outside radius wafl (rightinaide face in Fig. 2) of
the chamber with an idedded water channel used for
cooling. The average power distribution of 1.64 kW/m
through the 1S@ area gives 14.7 kW over the length of a
chamber section. A water flow of 0.18 Us gives a 20”C
water temperature rise across a cooling channel and a total
flow of 552 l/s(8750 galhnin). The heated water would
be collected in pipes which woufd be located utrdemeath
the floor and these pipes would discharge into the two
injector tunnels and then into the coding ponds.

4 RF SYSTEM

Superconducting rf is required to obtain high luminosities
at high energies, since the losses in normaf rf cavities
would require reduction in the electron beam current. The
available luminosity at high energies is shown in 13g. 3.
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Figure 3, Luminosity for different rf options.

Minimization of number of SRF cryostats is obtained by
maximizing RF power per coupler, or the number of cells
per cavity. Among promising long-term cures am: 1)
geometry chanagcs to spoil multipactor resonances, 2)
high tempemture in situ bakable vacuum seals on RF
components for high temperature bakes, and 3) in situ RF

processing utilizing a variable standing-wave apparatus to
scan peak electic field over the coupler region. These
improvements should allow dclivcty of beam power per
coupler to levels limited by RF sources and vacuum
windows, about t MW at 352 MHz.

The use of the LEP rf would rqrim rebunching the
protons at injection into rJre 3 TeV ring. We assume the
electrons occupy one bucket in 35 at the LEP firquetrcy
(1140 bunches), and proton rf operates at Ifl of the Iepton
rf, i.e. -50.3 Mhz. Proton rebunching should be done
achbaticafly, initially at 10 Mhz. Rebunching ml
acceleration would be done at 50,3 MHz, after t?u?hcr
bunching this frequency.

6 INJECTOR CHAIN

In addition to the present Fermilab injector, a new e’/ e-
linac would be tquired which would include art
accumulator ring for positrons. The present Booster ad
Main Injector could be usedup to energies of 4.5 and 10.5
GeV, respectively, with existing rf. The Booster would
rqsire a lattice corrrxtion package to adapt the combii
function Iatdce to electrons. Present positron sources
pruducc -9.10’0 e+lsec, and the mflider nquims 3.26.10’3
e+ , so e+ production would take 6 min. An electron
injector could look fiie Figure 4.
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Figure 4. An electron injector chain.

7 DETECTOR

We assume it would be possible to move either the ZEUS
or H 1 detector from HERA after this machine was
dccomissioned.

8 CONCLUSIONS ...

We have done a preliminary study of an ep coUider that
could be installed in the low field booster of the VLHC.
This machine could be operational before the LEP/LHC
and would have a higher luminosity than HER.WTESLA.
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